A plain stela has been identified at the site of Cuello, Belize. On the basis of stratigraphy and the accompanying cache vessels it has been dated to the latter part of the Late Formative, ca. A.D. 100. This date is approximately 200 years older than the earliest Initial Series dated stela so far known in the Maya lowlands, and comparable with some early dated monuments in the Pacific piedmont zone. Stela erection in the lowlands may antedate the secondary use of such monuments as vehicles for dynastic propaganda.
headdress, indicating knowledge of the calendar at least, if not of the Long Count. Coe points out that the figure has scrolled earplugs comparable with those on highland zone sculptures. The recovery of a pottery stamp bearing an apparent coefficient of 9, a bar and four dots, from a context dating to ca. A.D. 100 at Cuello, Belize, in 1979 suggests that both numeration and calendar glyphs were present in the lowlands in the latter part of the Late Formative. What has been lacking (and still is lacking) is evidence of the use of writing and numbers on stelae such as those which exist coevally in the highlands; further, the origins of the stela cult in the lowlands remain obscure prior to the late third century A.D.
A major part of the problem is that plain stelae, lacking dated inscriptions or a recognizable sculptural style, are difficult to place in time: numerous uncarved and uninscribed stelae are known in the Maya lowlands, and unless their context is unambiguous (as in the twin-pyramid groups of Tikal), their age is problematic. The discovery in situ of Cuello Stela 1 reported here, contributes somewhat to the resolution of the problem by demonstrating the introduction of the stela form in the central lowlands by about A.D. 100. The slab is of local limestone and was plain, except for a shallow horizontal groove across the western (apparently rear) face. No trace of painting, plastering, or carving can be seen, even on the portions that had been protected by the abutment of floors and their fills. We must conclude that from the time of its erection, the slab was a plain monument and that, despite its small size, its shape, mode of setting, and location in front of a public building all indicate that it should be designated as a stela. The building with which the stela was associated was clearly one of the earlier phases of Structure 35. Floor 1140 has not been traced far enough west to establish physical correlation (and this might in any case prove impossible because of the removal of the frontages of these earlier building phases), but the most likely associated structure is the antepenultimate one, in either its final raising (context 444) or that immediately preceding and associated with the burial of the decapitated adolescent (449). The axes of the stela pit and the grave are on almost the same alignment.
Cuello
The cache found in the stela pit consisted of a donut-shaped jade bead and three pottery vessels ( Figure 5 ): a medial-ridged dish found on edge in the north end of the pit, a high-necked bowl resembling a spoutless "chocolate pot," and a hemispherical bowl which had been inverted and embellished with the modeled head, wings, and tail of a parrot or macaw. The two latter vessels were found below the stela butt and are typologically Sierra Cuello Stela 1 would then be some two centuries earlier than Tikal Stela 29, and of approximately the same date as Abaj Takalik Stela 5. This would place it later than some of the other dated monuments in the highland zone if we assume that the builders used the Maya Long Count base date. The smallness and plainness of the Cuello stela may indicate that the monumental form did not achieve great importance until the beginning of the Classic, and that prior to this, the vehicle for iconographic public statements was architectural embellishment, as has been suggested by Freidel (1979) . It may be that in the earliest days of stela erection in the Maya lowlands, such practices did not entail the carving of official images and inscriptions, although such features were already present on Pacific Slope zone stelae. From at least the third century A.D. onwards, however, this combination of form and ornament flourished in the lowlands as the dynastic statue-stela, expressing both royal power and propaganda.
